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c: Georaia Power ComnaAy ;
Mr. H. L. Sumner, General Manager - Nuclear Plant i
Mr. J. D. Heidt, Manager Engineering and Licensing - Hatch
NORMS

U.S. Nuclear Reculatory Commission. Washinaton. D.C.
Mr. K. Jabbour, Licensing Project Manager - Hatch

!
U.S. Nuclear Reaulatory Comission. Reaion II

Mr. S. D. Ebneter, Regional Administrator I

Mr. L. D. Wert, Senior Resident Inspector - Hatch i
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FAGILIII hAME (1) DOCKET hVMBER (2) .F ia (Ti,

Pl#7f HATQi, UNIT 2 05000366 1 o, | 6
lilLE (4)

PERSONNEL ERROR PISULTS IN REACIVR SCP#t ON APRM HIGl Fil!X
EVEh1 CATE (5) LER hum 6ER (6) REPORI DATE (7) OINER fACILillE$ thv0LVED (8)

M041H DAY YEAR TEAR $EQ hum REV M0hlh DAt VEAR fAcill1T hAME$ DOCKEI kuMSER($)
05000

_.

02 24 91 91 005 00 03 15 91 05000
IMll HEP 9RT 15 SuqMI'IED PURSUAhl 101ME REQulREMints of 10 CFR (11)OPERMINO

MODE (9) 2 20.402(b) 20.405(c) ^ 50.73(a)(2)(tv) 73.71(b)_

POWER 20.405(e)(1)(1) 50.36(c)(1) 50.73(e)(2)(v) 73.71(c)lev!L 000 -

20,405(e)(1)(ll) [ 50.36(c)(2) 50.73(a)(2)(vil)
_

OTHER (Speelfy in_

20.405(s)();(Ill) 50.73(a)(2)(l) 50.73(a)(2)(vill)(A) Abstract betow)_

20.405(e)(1)(lv) 50.73(a)(2)(ll) 50.73(a)(2)(vill)(B)- ~ ~20.405(6)(1)(v) $ 0. 73(a )(2)(I l l ) $0.73(a)(2)(a)
LICEh$tt ConIACI 70R INil LER (ii)

NAME TELEPH0ht kWM6ER

AREA CODE

STEVEN B. TIPPS. MANAGER NUCIIAR SAM AND (X)MPLAINCE, HA'!UI 912 367 7851
COMPLE1E Oh! LlhE FOR EACH FAILURE DESCRIBED th IMll REPOR1 (13)

CAU$E Bi$ FEM COMPOWENT MANUIAC*
7fP
E T CAU$E BYSTEM COMPONENT MAN,UFAC* R PO Ty ggg N RD$ 7u gp

-X SD 84 B042 NO

$UPPLEMEh1AL REP 0kl EXPECTED (14) M0h1H DAY YEAR~

DATE(NON] YES(if yes, complete EXPECTED $UBMIS$10N DATE) NO )

ABSTRACI (16)

On 2/24/91 at approximately 2013 CST, Unit 2 was in the Startup mode with the
-reactor critical at less than 1% rated thermal power. Reactor pressure was
approximately 280 psig, and reactor coolant temperature was approximately
416 degrees F. A nuclear heatup to rated pressure and tempert. cure
-(approximately 1000 psig and 545 degrees F, respectively) was in progress per
-procedure 3400 0PS 001-2S, " Plant Startup." At that time, the reactor scrammed
on Average Power Range Monitor (APRM, EIIS Code 10) high flux. Neutron flux
increased to the scram setpoint of about 12% rated thermal power when feedwater
was -rapidly injected into the reactor vessel in response to decreasing reactor
water level. Water level had begun to decrease when a Bypass Valve (BPV, EIIS

. Code'S0) opened to control reactor pressure. The BPV opened during heatup,
because licensed Operations povsonnel failed to maintain the BPV's pressure
control setpoint above reactor pressure as required by procedure
34GO OPS 001 2S.

Th+ cause of this event was personnel error. Licensed Operations personnel
failed to maintain the BPV's pressure control setpoint above reactor pressure as
required by procedure. As a result, the BPV opened at its pressure setpoint of,

approximately 280 psig, allowing reactor vessel water inventory in the form of
saturated steam to flow to the Condenser (EIIS Code SQ) and thereby causing
reactor water level to decrease. Operations personnel failed to recognize the
BPV was-open. To control water level with the BPV open, feedwater was injected
into the vessel, resulting in a power increase and scram on APRM high flux.

Corrective action for this event consisted of counseling the involved personnel,

i
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PIANT AND SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION

General Electric Boiling Water Reactor
Energy Industry Identification System codes are identified in the text as (EIIS
Code XX).

SUMMARY OF EVENT

On 2/24/91 at approximately 2013 CST, Unit 2 was in the Startup mode with the
reactor critical at less than 14 rated thermal power. Reactor pressure was
approximately 280 psig, and reactor coolant temperature was approximately
416 de6rees F. A nuclear h60 tup to rated pressure and temperature
(approximately 1000 psig and 54? degrees F, respectively) was in progress per
procedure 34CO OPS 001 2S, " Plant Startup." At that time, the reactor scrammed
on Average Power Range Monitor (APRM, EIIS Code 'G) high flux. Neutron flux
increased to the scram setpoint of about 12% r.ced thermal power when feedwater
was rapidly injected into the reactor vessel in response to decreasing reactor
water level. Vater level had begun to decrease when a Bypass Valve (BPV, EIIS
Code S0) opened to control reactor pressure. The BPV opened during heatup,
because licensed Operations personnel failed to maintain the BPV's pressure
control setpoint above reactor pressure as required by procedure
34CO-OPS-001 2S.

The cauce of this event was personnel error. Licensed Operations personnel
. failed to maintain the BP7'c pressure control setpoint above reactor pressure as
required by procedure. As a result, the BPV opened at its pressure setpoint of
approximately 280 psig, allowing reactor vessel water inventory in the form of
sacurated steam to flow to the Condenser (EIIS Code SQ) and thereby causing
reaccor water level to decrease. Operations personnel failed to recognize the
BPV was open. To control water level with the BPV open, feedwater was injected
into the vessel, resulting in a power increase and scram on APRM high flux,

Contributing to this event was the closure of valve 2N21-F165 (Feedwater
Lon5-Cycle Return to Condenser). The valve indicated open; however, it had
failed closed.

1Corrective c i ton for this event consisted of counseling the involved personnel. I

DESCRIPTION," EVENT

On 2/24/91, a Unit 2 startup was in progress per procedure 34CO-0PS 0012S. The
reactor was criticel, and a nuclear heatup to rated pressure and temperature was
underway. Reactor power was less than 1% tated thermal power. At 2002 CST,
reactor pressure hsd increased to approximately 280 psig, and reactor coolant
temperature was 416 degrees F. Reactor water level was in its normal operating

|band at 35 inches above instrument zero (about 199 inches above the top of the '

active fuel). Control rods were being withdrawn to continue the heatup to rated |
pressure and temperature.
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At that time, reactor water level began to decrease. Although licensed
operators did not realize it, a BPV had opened as reactor pressure increased to
the-BPV's pressure control setpoint of approximately 280 psig. The open BPV
allowed reactor vessel water inventory in the form of saturated steam to flow to
the Condenser, causing reactor water level to decrease.

In an attempt to stop the water level decrease, Operations personnel terminated
Reactor Water Cleanup (RWCU, EIIS Code CE) system discharge flow to the
Condenser. However, water level continued to decrease. (Since water
temperature increases during beatup, changes in its density will cause the lev (?
to increase. Water is discharred to the Condenser to counteract this increase
and maintain a constant level.)

In an attempt to increase CRD system water flow into the reactor vessel and halt
the water _ level decrease, Operations personnel increased flow on the operating
Control Rod Drive (CRD, EIIS Code AA) system pump and then started a second CRD
system pump. These actions failed to stop the water level decrease. Therefore.
Operations personnel decided to inject water into the reactor vessel via the
Feedwater (EIIS, Code SJ) system.

The operating crew believed the Condensate (EIIS Code SD) system was operating
in the long-cycle recirculation mode in which condensate is filcered through the
Condensate Filter /Demineralizers prior to injection into the reactor vessel.
Valves 2N21.F110 (Startup Level Control Bypass), 2N21 F125 (Startup Level
Control Isolation), and 2N21-F111 (Startup Level Control) were open. Valves
2N21 F006A and B (Feedwater Injection) were closed, and one Condensate Pump and
one Condensate Booster Pump were in operation. Valve indication in the Main
Control Room showed valve 2N21-F165 (Feedwater Long Cycle Return to Condenser)
was open; however, post event investigation revealed the valve had failed
closed.

As reactor water level decr' .ed to approximately 19 inches above instrument
zero, Operations personnel began to close valve 2N21 F110 so Startup Level
control Valve 2N21 F111, which was already open, could automatically control
water level per design. At approximately the same time, valve 2N21-F006A was
opened, and within 3 minutes reactor water level increased from 19 inches to

approximately 83 inches above instrument zero. This happened, in part, because
valve 2N21 F110 was not fully closed when valve 2N21 F006A was opened, thereby
creating a larger flow area than desired. Also, with valve 2N21 F165 failed
closed, no water was diverted to the Condenser, and Condensate Booster Pump
discharge pressure was higher than expected since the pump was pumping through -

its minimum flow line only. Therefore, closure of valve 2N21 F165 caused
. feedwater to inject into the vessel in quantities greater than expected.

|.
,

|
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When the relatively cold feedwater was injected into the reactor vessel, power
immediately' began to increase due to the increase in moderator density, By
approximately 2013-CST, the APRMs in the "A" and "B" Reactor Protection System
(RPS, EIIS' Code JC) channels reached their high flux trip setpoints of
approyimately 12% rated thermal power. This occurred less than 2 minutes after
feedwater injection began and at a reactor water level of about 64 inches above
instrument zero, Both channels of the RPS actuated per design, resulting in a
full reactor scram.'

Following the scram, reactor pressure decreased and the open BPV closed when
pressure dropped below the pressure control setpoint. RWCU system discharge
flow to the. Condenser was started and the second CRD pump was secured to reduce
reactor water level from a maximum of 83 inches above instrument zero to its
normal level,-

CAUSE OF THE EVENT

The cause of this event.was personnel error. Licensed Operations personnel
failed to maintain the BPV's pressure control setpoint above reactor pressure as
required by procedure. As a result, a BPV opened at its pressure setpoint of

. approximately 280 psig, allcwing reactor vessel water inventory in the form of
saturated steam to flow-to the Condenser and thereby causing reactor water level
to decrease, . Operations' personnel failed to recognize the BPV was open. To
control water level with the BPV open, relatively cold feedwater was injected
into the vessel, resulting in a power increase and scram on APRM high flux.

Contributing to this event was the closure of valve 2N21-F165. The valve
indicated open; however, it had failed closed, With. valve 2N21 F165 closed,
system flow to the Condenser.was through the Condensate Booster Pump minimum
flow line only. Consequently, Condensate Booster Pump discharge pressure was
higher than expected (approximately 600 psig versus the normal 300 psig).
. Licensed operators failed to recognize the higher than normal system pressure
and greater than expected foodwater flow into.the reactor vessel,

REPORTABILITY ANSYSIS AND SAFETY ASSESSMENT

This report is required by 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(iv) because an unplanned actuation
of the Reactor Proteccion System (RPS) occurred. Specifically, the RPS actuated

-on APRM high flux when feedwater was injected rapidly into the reactor vessel to
control a decreasing reactor water level. The cold feedwater caused reactor
power to increase to the APRM.high flux scram setpoint of approximately 12%
rated thermal power.

.- . . .- - - -_. - - - -- -.
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-The RPS automatically initiates a reactor scram to ensuro the radioactive
materials barriers, such as the fuel cladding, are maintained and to mitigate
the consequences of transients and accidents. One of the signals which
initiates an automatic reactor scram is APRM high flux, 15% in the Startup mode.
The-setpoint of 154 is the Unit 2 Technical Specifications limit for this RPS
trip s4 gnal.- The actual trip setpoint is approximately 12% which is
conservative. This trip ensures Unit 2 Technical Specifications Safety Limit
2.1 is not exceeded. Safety Limit 2.1 states that thermal power shall not
exceed 25% rated thermal power when reactor vessel pressure is less than 785
psig or core flow is less than 106 rated flow. Both of these conditions exist
during-reactor'startup; therefore this trip is armed until the mode switch is

.

moved to the Run position at which point reactor pressure and core flow are
above the limits specified in Safety Limit 2.1. The trip setpoint of 15%
provides margin between the Safety' Limit and the trip to ensure the Safety Limit'

is not exceeded for anticipated maneuvers, including analyzed transients,
associated with power plant startup.

In: the event described in this report, feedwater injection added positive i

1 reactivity to the core, resulting in a power increase. The APRMs responded per
design to track the power increase and, because the unit was in the Startup
mode, to initiate a reactor scram when reactor power reached approximately 124

-rated thermal power. The rapid . insertion of control rods terminated the power
increase. At no point in the event did reactor power exceed 12% rated thermal
power.

: Based on the above discussion, it is concluded this event had no1 adverse impact
on nuclear safety. This analysis is applicable only to the Startup mode since
the APRM 15% flux trip is needed only in this mode.

CORRECTIVE ACTION

- 1. Involved personnel were_ counseled.

2. Die positioner on valve 2N21 F165 was replaced on 2/26/91 per Maintenance
Work Order 2 91-782.

ADDITIONAL INFORKATION

1. Othar Systems Affected:

No systems other than the systems mentioned in this report were affected by
this event.

-- - - .- -- . - . . . - _ - - .
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2. Failed Components identification:

Master Parts List Number: 2N21.F165 (positioner is part of valve)
Manufacturer: Bailey Control
Type: Pneumatic Positioner Series 10
Model Numberi $321013 Al
Manufacturer Code: B042
EIIS System Corie: SO
EIIS Component Code: 84
Root Cause Code: X
Reportable to NPROS: No

3. Previous Similar Events:

One previous similar event in which an unplanned RPS actuation occurred in
the Startup mode has been reported within the last 2 years.- The event was

-reported in LER.50 321/1990 011, dated 6/22/90. Corrective actions for the-

previous event would not have prevented this event because the events
involved different startup activities and each scram resulted in different
RPS actuation signals.

.
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